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Providing essential recordkeeping and risk-reduction tools that every psychotherapy practice needs,

this highly practical resource is now in a fully updated fourth edition. It is ideal for new practitioners

who want to hit the ground running and for seasoned pros who want to streamline their paperwork

and clinical efficiency. Presented are methods for assuring informed consent and documenting

treatment planning and progress; advice on structuring fees, billing, coping with managed care, and

marketing; forms and guidelines to facilitate HIPAA compliance; links to useful websites; and much

more. More than 60 reproducible forms and handouts--in a ready-to-use, large-size format--can be

copied from the book or customized and printed from the accompanying CD-ROM.
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"Once again, Zuckerman illuminates the complexities of the day-to-day operation of clinical practice.

Among other areas, readers will find the currency of the sections on suicide, violence, and the duty

to protect and warn especially useful and informative. From informed consent through termination

and record storage, this is an important, 'must-read' text and resource manual for practitioners and

clinical trainees alike."--James R. Rogers, PhD, Co-Training Director, Collaborative Program in

Counseling Psychology, University of AkronÂ "The Paper Office is already a classic in the field, but

this fourth edition kicks it up to the next level. Zuckerman has packed this book full of helpful forms,

checklists, and important information that all clinicians need to know. Best of all, it is written for both



early-career clinicians and seasoned veterans. Graduate training programs committed to preparing

their students for the real work of clinical practice would be wise to make this text mandatory

reading."--David Verhaagen, PhD, ABPP, managing partner, Southeast Psychological Services,

Charlotte, North Carolina"The Paper Office is a comprehensive, hands-on resource for both the

novice and seasoned clinician. The fourth edition incorporates changes in clinical practice, changes

in relevant case law and statutes, and updated references to the literature. Zuckerman assists the

clinician in developing and maintaining a state-of-the-art clinical practice, including record-keeping

procedures that cover everything from each step of the treatment process through the closing of

your practice at retirement. I have relied on The Paper Office for years, and will use the ideas in this

newest edition to update my current practice! I recommend that clinicians from all areas of mental

health embrace the ideas and consider using the forms contained in this highly useful

book."--Jonathan W. Gould, PhD, ABPP, private practice, Charlotte, North Carolina "How many

times have you grumbled, while completing clinical, financial, and HIPAA records, 'There must be a

better way!'? The Paper Office is that better way--the book and companion CD offer a treasure trove

of clinical documents, financial tools, security procedures, consent forms, and record releases. This

indispensable fourth edition is guaranteed to reduce your paperwork blues and make you a more

savvy clinician!"--John C. Norcross, PhD, ABPP, Distinguished Professor of Psychology, University

of Scranton "The Paper Office should be among the most well-thumbed works in the library of

virtually anyone in independent practice....Thoughtful perusal of and decision-making based on this

volume's detailed, inclusive, carefully crafted information should well equip mental health

practitioners to establish or update sound and effective practice procedures and materials. Various

chapters walk readers through myriad ethical and practical considerations that should underlie the

policies and procedures governing their business....Zuckerman's book goes far beyond the nuts and

bolts of procedures and record-keeping, however. Much of its value lies in the information and

advice it provides on practicing ethicallyâ€•and on thinking through challenging or complex situations

and decisions. In the third chapter, the book imparts what is perhaps the most concise and crucial

advice, with a list of 22 steps for risk reduction. For these nuggets alone, I believe this work is worth

its weight in gold....The Paper Office will provide a lifeline especially for new psychologists when the

mountain of knowledge necessary for running a practice looms so large. Veteran practitioners, too,

will benefit from Zuckerman's newly revised book, particularly if they wish to review or revise their

modus operandi or need help moving from handwritten charts into the electronic record-keeping

age. Challenges large and small all seem more manageable with Zuckerman's thorough

information, logically organized contents, and the sage know-how that comes from years of



experience." (The National Psychologist 2008-08-28)

Edward L. Zuckerman, PhD, has worked with adults with developmental disabilities as well as those

with severe alcohol addiction, acted as liaison with state hospitals, taught undergraduates, and

been in the independent practice of general clinical psychology for many years. He now lives with

his family in rural western Pennsylvania with horses, ducks, geese, chickens, and lots of mud and

trees. There he consults and creates worthwhile practice tools for clinicians.

I bought this book to get good forms for HIPAA consents etc in starting a new practice. It turned out

not only to have a lot of legal details such as release of information forms and consent to privacy

policies and consent to treatment, but it also had very good clinical templates which ended up

changing some of my charting practices as well. It comes with a CD with every form in adobe pdf

and word. The adobe forms can be printed out as is, and the word can be edited to suit your

practice. It works in Vista with the new microsoft office word with no troubles. This book would be

good for psychiatrists, psychologists, counselors or social workers in private practice or small clinic

settings. It could also be useful for medical directors of mental health clinics as well. I wish it had

been a little more inclusive of psychiatrists/pschologists with prescribing priveleges by having

medication reconciliation sheets etc, but the author is very open to communication, and I may share

some of my templates with him for the next edition. A good and very practical book to mental health

practice nuts and bolts. This does not tell you how to practice or how to do therapy, it's just how to

be an administrator of a mental health practice. But there is no book like it I have found!

This book is just what I needed. I asked around for name, address, brief medical history forms and

etc from friends but they couldn't help me. Then a psychologist in her own practice told me to buy

this book. It was just what I needed for my new practice. Now it took me 8hours to rearrange and

sort through about 50 or 60 pages that I printed from the included CD. I got them down to about

15pages for new clients to fill out. For me the forms had to be reworked because the "cont on page

two" line was in the wrong spot most of the time. I had to put on my paperwork persona because the

"counselor me" didn't want to do it.

even though this was written in the 2000's - they were still recommending using a Roladex cards to

send to potential contacts. There's almost too much variety in the situations covered. I was hoping

for forms that were ready to have boxes entered into with out losing the formatting. There still a



great deal to do to the forms even after they are downloaded.

I used many of these documents as a template when I was setting up my private practice. Overall, it

was useful to have some basic texts and checklists to work off of, but they did need substantial

editing. I found the editing to be somewhat frustrating because of the format that they were in on the

accompanying CD (and I don't know how it would work if you have a newer mac without a disc

drive).

I am a minister for a small church and I wanted to expand an outreach ministry to include Pastoral

Counseling in my community. I purchased this text to cut down on the time I needed to spend to

draft all of my forms from the ground up. This text not only provided the forms that I needed, but

many others that I had not even considered. Not only that, the text explained the rational for needing

the forms and how they can be used by various counselors.I am proud to say that this purchase

saved me an incredible amount of money in the end in both time saved and attorney's fees. My

attorney was impressed with the documents that I had tailored to my business. I must say this has

helped my business in many ways.

I had already completed most of the paperwork and policies needed for started a counseling service

but once I received this book I could easily see what mandatory forms I had forgotten! This is a

must-read for anyone wanting to 'hang their own shingle' and start a counseling business.

Not bad for beginners. This is a good place to start your practice off. Not much value for people who

have been in practice a while and who have already stablished their paper protocols.

This book, "The Paper Office" 4th edition, offers many ideas and instruction on the use of most of

the forms anyone would need in a mental health office, especially if one is operating independent of

being in a salaried position. I found the CD to be very user-friendly, and compatible with MS Word.

The CD forms help me save huge amounts of time in establishting office procedures and writing up

the forms that go with them. Wish I had this book and CD years ago!
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